The Must Have Hottest Holiday Gift Item...'Thong Along' - Fun 'n Flirty's Popular Gift Has a Secret Weapon

Season's hottest gift item the 'Thong Along' from Fun 'n Flirty brings sex appeal into the 21st century.

San Francisco, CA (PRWEB) November 30, 2006 -- Choosing the right partner is definitely not an easy process. Do we solely choose on personality or appearance? As reported by ABC News scientists at San Francisco State University found that women who had pheromone add to their perfume reported more than 50% increase in sexual attention from men.

The Flirty Gear including the "Thong Along" with its secret weapon pheromone, 'The Perfect Aphrodisiac"... www.funnflirty.com is fast becoming one of this season's hottest holiday gift item. The flirty tank tops, caps and even flirty 'reads' are just part of a new product line that includes items with the natural scent-free hormone called pheromone.

Pheromones are odorless and they waft through the air in the smallest traces, secretly affecting our biological processes. This could be the reason why some call pheromones "secret seducers." www.funnflirty.com

The multi-billion dollar perfume industry has been using synthetic pheromones for years. Fun'n Flirty's new products have 'pheromone' and Flirty Gear has brought flirting and the sex appeal game right into the 21st century.

Simply put Fun 'n Flirty have these unique gifts and have made Flirty Gear one of the hottest Holiday items ...a must have. www.funnflirty.com

For more information contact 1-800-906-8466.
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